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Wellness In Motion
Precedent Studies:

Inventory:
Sights and Key Features:

Areas of Sun/ Shade:

- Best sight lines on site

- Majority of site is in the sun except for
tree shade

- Can view all major site features
- Existing infrastructure
- Most used points on site

- Areas next to buildings receive most
shade
- Shade moves from the east side of site to
west side throughout the day
- Majority of site can be designed without
complications of shade

Pedestrian Movement and
Vegetation:

Key Features and Areas of
Opportunity:

- Main walkways are heavily used

- Most used points on site

- Secondary walkways are primarily
used as cut throughs

- Areas users can interact with

- Large canopy trees provide shade
and gathering areas

Demonstration Area - China
I would like to mimic the way this site used water running through the site as a design feature.
Water can be a calming feature for my design.

- Barren areas that could be altered
- Underutilized areas on site

-Smaller trees break the site into
sections

Background:
The University of Kentucky has asked to
rethink the Woodland Glen courtyard on
campus to better incorporate wellness
on campus. By taking inventory and
analyzing to come up with the best
design for the site that accommodates
all students and their needs for this area.
These ideas can address key challenges
on site and create something new.

Wellness:
Of the eight dimensions of wellness, the
three and impact students the most are
environmental, social, and emotional
wellness. By emphasizing these three
dimensions of wellness in the design
may improve the site and spread
throughout campus into other areas.

Analysis:

University of Melbourne - Australia

Combination of all the inventory and how
it will impact the design.

The way the boardwalk out over the water and
vegetation is a great way to engulf someone in
the environment and create a social space.

- These areas are near the main areas of
the site including entrances and existing
infrastructure
- These areas are in the best location in
terms of exposure from people living in
the dorm rooms
- The circled areas are prime locations so
that they will not be impacted from the
sun/ shade from buildings

SKY UK Headquarters - London
This site used vegetation to create pockets for
being closed off from the public. This is great
for improving ones mental wellness.
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- Secluded raised platform

D

- UK inspired fountain

B

- Hammock garden

E

- Wetland overhang

C

- Vegetated social deck
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The vegetation will create a visual barrier between the space and the flow of
pedestrains

The large overhang over the basketball court will create a welcoming, social
environment.

The calming sound of water surrounded by vegetation will aid in the idea of
wellness in motion
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Bird’s eye view of site

Perspective of secluded area next to hammock garden

Perspective of wetland area

Perspective of overhang above basketball court

